Host John A says:
******Begin Pharaoh Mission**********
                      "Stark Reality"

CEO Starks says:
:: pacing in a holding cell ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::stands over the CO worried,:: self: he should of come out of this drug induced coma by now

TO Ryan says:
::Is sitting at TAC-2::

 XO Fowler says:
::Sitting in the 'big chair'::

OPS Stidd says:
::sitting at ops running prelim tests::

EO Walde says:
::In Engineering.::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh docks next to a beat up Free Trader

FCO Horn says:
::sitting at his station, cleaning it::

SO Ikari says:
::From quarters, heads to bridge::

TO Ryan says:
::wipes his console with a cleaning rag::

OPS Stidd says:
Capt: Docking complete sir

CSO Fist says:
::on the bridge, tidying up::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::reads the monitors overhead, all signs ok but no REM::

 XO Fowler says:
OPS: Good. ::Looks at the screen:: CSO: That other ship seems pretty banged up.

SO Ikari says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CSO Fist says:
XO: Yeah...trying to identify now.

 XO Fowler says:
CSO: Wonder what hit her?

TO Ryan says:
::thinks that after the last mission, everything else will be boring::

OPS Stidd says:
::scans the trader ship::

CSO Fist says:
::scanning hull::

OPS Stidd says:
XO: It appears to be a class 2 freighter, sir

 XO Fowler says:
::Nods:: OPS: Anything else on it?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Trade ship scans show it empty, but matching the ship the CEO was transporting on

OPS Stidd says:
::continues scanning::  XO: Nothing I can see sir.  No power output no signals of any kind.

TO Ryan says:
To himself: Lets not dock, remember the last time we did that?

OPS Stidd says:
XO: It does match the type of vessel the CEO was reported on sir.

 XO Fowler says:
::Looks over at Daven:: OPS: Thank you. Let the station master know we're ready to get our CEO back, please

CEO Starks says:
:: still pacing in the holding cell ::

OPS Stidd says:
XO:Permission to board it sir?

 XO Fowler says:
OPS: Not yet. Let's go by the book on this

CSO Fist says:
XO: Recommend we board the station and speak with Jimmy.

TO Ryan says:
::looks bored to tears pouring over ship specs::

OPS Stidd says:
XO: The ships logs and flight recorder could give us a clue as to what is going on sir.

 XO Fowler says:
CSO: Sounds good Daven

CMO T`Ryl says:
::the CO revives from his Coma::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: nice to see you awake again

 XO Fowler says:
OPS: We'll get to that in a bit. SO: Ike you have the bridge

OPS Stidd says:
XO: Understood sir.

Host CO Terrance says:
::stirs::

SO Ikari says:
XO: Ma'am, not wishing to intrude, but can I come to the station along with you?

Host CO Terrance says:
Aloud: What am I doing here?

 XO Fowler says:
*COM* CMO: Dr. how is the Captain?

CSO Fist says:
::glances at the SO and nods::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: how is your head feeling

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Woosey, what happened?

CMO T`Ryl says:
*COM* XO: he is coming around now

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: you were hit by phaser fire & hit your head on the bulkhead

 XO Fowler says:
*COM CMO: Good. ::Looks at Ike:: CMO: When he comes to, please tell him that Daven, Ike and I went to get Jimmy

SO Ikari says:
XO: Thanks ma'am.  ::smiles warmly::

 XO Fowler says:
TO: You have the bridge until the CO relieves you

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: I don't remember that

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

TO Ryan says:
::secretly grins::

OPS Stidd says:
XO: Recommend extreme caution as it could be a changeling.

 XO Fowler says:
TO: I expect you to behave 

TO Ryan says:
XO: Of course

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: I am not surprised you have a very bad injury

TO Ryan says:
::takes seat in the Captains chair::

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: I've got to get to the bridge

CSO Fist says:
::stands in front of the TL, shushing the door open for the XO::

Host CO Terrance says:
::sits up, then feels the blood rush::

 XO Fowler says:
TO: Let me know the minute the CO gets here

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: the XO asked me to inform you that Daven the XO & Ike went to get the CEO

SO Ikari says:
::walks into the TL::

 XO Fowler says:
::Nods at the CSO and SO:: CSO/SO: Let's go get Jimmy

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: I prefer you stay here for a few

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: I'm not going to ask what Jimmy's done now.  I have to go

Host CO Terrance says:
::walks out of sickbay and into the elevator, swaying a little ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: but if you feel you must leave sit there for a few & then I will go with you

 XO Fowler says:
CTO: I want you to get that ships logs and the station logs. We need to find out what exactly Jimmy was doing

TO Ryan says:
::monitors LRS::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::Follows the CO to the elevator ::

CTO Riker says:
XO: yes ma’am 

CSO Fist says:
XO: I'm sure they're not just gonna let him go, but I'd like to hear his side of the story first.

 XO Fowler says:
CSO: Me too Daven

Host CO Terrance says:
::arrives on the bridge and swaggers over to the chair::

SO Ikari says:
XO: Thanks for letting me tag along.  It means a lot.

TO Ryan says:
::stands up for the CO::

TO Ryan says:
CO: Here you go, sir

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Mr. Ryan, report?

 XO Fowler says:
SO: Just keep your eyes open, Ike ::Smiles at him::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: please make sure to stay seated until you get your legs back

Host CO Terrance says:
::sits down before he falls down::

TO Ryan says:
CO: The XO has gone to the station ship to get the CEO, sir::

SO Ikari says:
XO: Will do.

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: If you're going to nag at me T'Ryl, then at least get me a cup of Raktijino please

OPS Stidd says:
::Turns and looks at the CO to gauge his condition::

TO Ryan says:
CO: May I resume my station sir?

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Take it from the top Ensign, I've been out of it for a while

CTO Riker says:
:: walks  to   tr.   and  beams  over to the station ::

 XO Fowler says:
@::Walking towards the brig::

 CEO Starks says:
:: sitting a holding cell in the station's brig ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: I am only following orders sir:: gets the Raktijino out of the replicator::

SO Ikari says:
@XO/CSO: Do we have any other information yet?

TO Ryan says:
CO: Okay, well to make it short, with both you and the XO out.  The SO and I split into two groups, one to take the computer core, the other, which I led to take the bridge with gas...

Host John A says:
ACTION: A scruffy looking Starks stands as the team enters, sporting a black flight jacket and pencil moustache and goatee

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Forget that, what's the situation with the CEO?

CTO Riker says:
:: goes to  station  ops  and  ask to see the   logs ::

CEO Starks says:
:: @see' the crew members enter ::

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Thank you

 XO Fowler says:
@::Sees Jimmy::

Host CO Terrance says:
::takes the coffee::

CEO Starks says:
@ALL: it's about damn time they told me that I could go when you got here!"

SO Ikari says:
@CEO: Jeez Jimmy, you looked wrecked!

 XO Fowler says:
@CEO: What happened Jimmy?

CSO Fist says:
@::looks at the CEO condescendingly:: CEO: Jimmy...

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: you are welcome

CEO Starks says:
@SO: you try livin' in one of these rooms!

TO Ryan says:
CO: He has been caught accessing information, which is under his jurisdiction, but repeatedly used the wrong password.

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Right

Host CO Terrance says:
*XO*: Nancy, status?

CEO Starks says:
@XO: Commander I was just doing some normal work and they tell me I used the wrong codes and now I'm here,

TO Ryan says:
CO: He was arrested by station police

TO Ryan says:
::stands at attention::

 XO Fowler says:
*CO*: Sir. We have just gotten to the brig. I'll let you know when we are ready to head back, sir

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: So they're arresting my men and not the criminals then!

Host CO Terrance says:
*XO*: Understood

CEO Starks says:
@XO: I don't know what their problem is but they said you could get me out so how about some help here!

SO Ikari says:
@CEO: You mean you weren't using the wrong codes?

TO Ryan says:
CO: That has yet to be revealed, sir

TO Ryan says:
CO: We are still trying to find out

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: I want a full investigation launched into this now.  Oversee it

 XO Fowler says:
@CEO: Jimmy, we're doing just that. ::Looks for the guard::

CEO Starks says:
@SO: I don't know! Maybe I typed something wrong but come on!

TO Ryan says:
CO: Aye, sir

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Mr. ah...

TO Ryan says:
::secretly wishes he didn't have anything to do, but then regains his composure::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Stidd sir

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Don’t you have some yogurt, I mean bacteria cultures to cultivate or something...

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Have we met Mr. Stidd?

 XO Fowler says:
@CEO: Where did that guard go to?

OPS Stidd says:
CO: No sir, not formally.  I came aboard at SB112

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: what flavor would you like ::smiles slightly::

CTO Riker says:
 COM: CO: sir Mr. Starks was using improper auth codes to access Pharaoh records and plans.

CEO Starks says:
@XO: how should I know! Just deactivate the force field and I can get back to my life

Host CO Terrance says:
::glances to CMO:; We were at SB112?

SO Ikari says:
@CEO: Easy now Jimmy...

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: I thought that the CEO was cleared though?

 XO Fowler says:
@CEO: We're going to do this by the book, Jimmy. You know what can go wrong if we don't 

CSO Fist says:
@::walks over to the Master at Arms:: Pyle: Why hasn't this man been afforded a shave and a shower?!

CEO Starks says:
@XO: what I might blow up the station?!

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Well, then welcome aboard Mr. Stidd

Host John A says:
<Guard> XO: Ma’am, we can release him to your custody if you'd like?

CTO Riker says:
 COM: CO: apparently not  sir

 XO Fowler says:
@Guard: Thank you. I would like that very much.

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO:Sir? ::some what confused::

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: Understood.  Find out what is going on over there and co-ordinate your efforts with your deputy

OPS Stidd says:
Thank you sir.   I will endeavor to serve you to the best of my potential.

SO Ikari says:
@::aside to Daven:: CSO: He's taking this pretty roughly.

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Never mind, I think I'm rambling now!

CTO Riker says:
 COM: CO:  aye   sir

CSO Fist says:
@::aside to Ikari:: SO: Wouldn't you?

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: understood sir ::watches CO closely::

 XO Fowler says:
@::While waiting for Jimmy to be released she stands by Daven:: CSO: What are your thoughts on all of this?

CTO Riker says:
:: beams to the  transport ::

 XO Fowler says:
::In a low voice::

SO Ikari says:
@CSO: Tough to say really.  Everyone reacts in their own way I suppose...

TO Ryan says:
::Goes to TP 1::

CEO Starks says:
@:: force field goes down and I walk out of the cell ::

CEO Starks says:
@ALL:  Finally!

TO Ryan says:
::Beams over to the transport with the CTO::

CSO Fist says:
@XO: Hard to say. We must question him further. Why was his transport attacked?

CTO Riker says:
TO:  nice of you to  join me  Mr. Ryan

TO Ryan says:
::looks around and grips his phaser not knowing what to expect::

 XO Fowler says:
@::Nods at the CSO:: CEO: Ready to go home?

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: Lets go

Host CO Terrance says:
*XO*: When you release "the man behind the wire" I want to talk to both you and he in my ready room as soon as you return

CEO Starks says:
@XO: I haven't seen my ship in a long time I'd like to get back to it!

SO Ikari says:
@::pats Jimmy on the back :: CEO: Welcome back bud.  ::smiles::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: May I access ship logs?

 XO Fowler says:
@*CO*: Aye sir. We're ready to leave the Brig right now ::Looks at the CSO, CEO, and the SO::

CTO Riker says:
TO:  could some one   who wanted to frame   the  CEO  done this?

CEO Starks says:
@SO: who you callin' bud?

CTO Riker says:
TO: yea go ahead

CEO Starks says:
:: shrugs off the SO's hand::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: Maybe, it is an interesting hypothesis

OPS Stidd says:
CO: did you have orders for me when you asked my name?

SO Ikari says:
@::gives Jimmy a cock eyed look:: CEO: Pardon?

XO Fowler says:
@CEO/CSO/SO: Gentlemen, shall we ::Indicates the door::

 TO Ryan says:
::walks behind a console and accesses it::

CEO Starks says:
@XO: gladly walks out door first

TO Ryan says:
to himself: Hmm...

 XO Fowler says:
@CEO: Jimmy, the CO wants to see us as soon as we get on board

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: No, I was just wondering who you were.  I can't call you "boy" or "hey you" when giving an order, so I thought I'd better check it out

SO Ikari says:
@::aside to Daven:: CSO: Did you see that?

CEO Starks says:
@XO: right right!

CEO Starks says:
@:: makes a brisk walk for the docking ring ::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: The ship never did get to Daystrom!

CSO Fist says:
@SO: No, what?

CMO T`Ryl says:
::laughs ever so lightly::

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods in assent:: Understood sir.

 XO Fowler says:
@::Walks with the CEO while the CSO and SO seem to hang back just a bit::

SO Ikari says:
@CSO/XO: He just brushed me off.  Something's up with him.

CTO Riker says:
::  starts  looking  around  and  sees a panel is loose  opens  it and  finds some  kind of  device ::

OPS Stidd says:
::raises an eyebrow:: self: Fascinating.

CEO Starks says:
:: boards the Pharaoh ::

 XO Fowler says:
@::Tries to make small talk with the CEO:: CEO: So, did you enjoy the seminar?

CTO Riker says:
TO: I found something    we need to talk to  Mr. Starks 

Host CO Terrance says:
::heads to the ready room::

CEO Starks says:
@XO: what? oh yeah it was great, listen I really want to clean up permission to go to my cabin?

XO Fowler says:
:: Leads the way to the CO's ready room:: *CO*: Sir we are on board

 XO Fowler says:
*CO*: And on our way

CEO Starks says:
XO: I'll meet you in the CO's office as soon as I change

SO Ikari says:
::stops Jimmy:: CEO: Are you ok man?

CEO Starks says:
SO: listen kid gimmie a little space here I'm a busy man

CSO Fist says:
::follows to the RR, puzzled and scratching his head::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: I will head back to SB if you THINK you are feeling ok

 XO Fowler says:
CEO: The captain was adamant that we go straight to his ready room. I don't think he should be kept waiting

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Do I detect a hint of sarcasm in your voice?

TO Ryan says:
CTO: The question is, if it wasn't going to Daystrom, where was it going?

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Jimmy, what is up with you?!

CEO Starks says:
:: pushes past the so toward crew quarter's deck one ::

CEO Starks says:
XO: I'll meet you there!

SO Ikari says:
::looks to the XO::

 XO Fowler says:
CEO: No. You won't "meet me there" We'll go now and together

CTO Riker says:
COM: CO: I’ve  found something  sir I’d like to  ask   Mr. Starks a few  questions 

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: When my patience walk out of SB with my signing them out sir yes Sir

Host CO Terrance says:
CMO: Good, your learning

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: Beam over now

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks at CMO with eyebrow raised in dissatisfaction::

 XO Fowler says:
::Stares at the CEO daring him to contradict her::

CTO Riker says:
::  beams  back to the ship ::

TO Ryan says:
::Beams back::

CSO Fist says:
*Bridge*: Security Alert! The CEO is not following orders. Dispatch a team immediately.

XO Fowler says:
::Stares at the CEO daring him to contradict her::

CEO Starks says:
XO: okay COMMMANDER well do it you way

CTO Riker says:
*CO*:  sir ? 

TO Ryan says:
::Walks down the corridors to the CEO::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: Lets go

 XO Fowler says:
::Gives him a stern look:: CEO: That's better, mister ::Goes to the CO's RR::

CTO Riker says:
:: follows   to ::

TO Ryan says:
XO: What’s happing?

CMO T`Ryl says:
OPS: when it comes to leaving sickbay with out my approval even me an ENS can make some comments

CEO Starks says:
:: follows XO ::

TO Ryan says:
::approaches XO::

TO Ryan says:
XO: Ma’am

SO Ikari says:
::follows behind XO::

 XO Fowler says:
::At the CO's RR door, rings the chime::

Host CO Terrance says:
Chime: Enter!

CMO T`Ryl says:
OPS:I am one of the few people that can call the CO unfit for command

 XO Fowler says:
TO: Just a moment, please 

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

OPS Stidd says:
CMO: This is true but thew emotion can still be controlled and your  point will still be made.

SO Ikari says:
::moves to the auxiliary station::

CEO Starks says:
:: enters the RR ::

 XO Fowler says:
::Lets the CEO enter first:: CO: Sir; Reporting as ordered

TO Ryan says:
CTO: Shall we go in?

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: Well Jimmy, it looks like your up the creek

CSO Fist says:
::follows into the RR::

CTO Riker says:
TO: wait

 XO Fowler says:
::Gives the CEO that look::

CTO Riker says:
TO: yep 

CEO Starks says:
CO: I was released captain, I've done nothing wrong and I wish to return to duty

CTO Riker says:
:: enters ::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: What?

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: DO you concur?

TO Ryan says:
::enters::

TO Ryan says:
::frowns at the CTO having to go first::

 XO Fowler says:
CO: I agree that he was released, but we still have to find out what happened. I think if he weren't on duty, then he could help us find out the truth

CMO T`Ryl says:
OPS: point taken will work on it

 XO Fowler says:
CO: sir

TO Ryan says:
CO: Reporting Sir.

CTO Riker says:
:: takes  out the  device  I found :: CEO: could u tell me  what this is 

TO Ryan says:
::replaces his phaser and adjusts it::

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: Mr Holmes, I believe that you had some questions for our illustrious Mr Fix It?

OPS Stidd says:
CMO: Very good,  I suggest you increase your meditation to 4 hours a night to help you there>

 XO Fowler says:
::Looks at the CO and then at the CEO, since she is standing just behind Jimmy. The look says we have to talk::

CEO Starks says:
CTO: yes it's just a new pattern enhancer I got from a friend at the conference

TO Ryan says:
::Stands at attention, waiting for orders::

CMO T`Ryl says:
OPS: fine ::gets in the turbo lift to head back to sick bay::

CEO Starks says:
CO: I see nothing wrong with what I've done, if you don't believe me I'll show you how it works

CTO Riker says:
CEO:  what were you doing  with it  

Host CO Terrance says:
All: Okay, at the moment, Jimmy, you're needed in Engineering.  That will be all everyone.  TO and XO please remain behind

CEO Starks says:
CTO: Duh! I was testing it in the field for my friend

TO Ryan says:
CO: I need to tell you something

OPS Stidd says:
::continues to monitor energy flow and cuts back in non essential areas::

 XO Fowler says:
::Nods at the CO::

TO Ryan says:
::Is at attention::

CEO Starks says:
CTO: can I have my friend's device back it is a one of a kind

CTO Riker says:
CEO: supposabley,  you  used invalid security codes  to access  classified info 

CEO Starks says:
CTO: I believe I outrank you Lt. 

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: Return the device and return to your station.  You too Daven.  And Jimmy, stay out of trouble in Engineering

CEO Starks says:
CO: aye aye sir

CEO Starks says:
:: takes device form CTO::

 XO Fowler says:
::Watches the CEO and the CTO::

CEO Starks says:
:: walks out of RR ::

CTO Riker says:
CO:  can I talk to you sir

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: later

CEO Starks says:
:: gives CTO a mean look on the way down the hall ::

CTO Riker says:
CO:  yes sir

CTO Riker says:
:: leaves RR ::

TO Ryan says:
::is at attention::

CEO Starks says:
:: goes right to deck 2 transporter room ::

Host CO Terrance says:
::waits till it is just Nancy and Ryan in the RR::

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Yes?

SO Ikari says:
::notices Jimmy speed by::

CEO Starks says:
:: enter TR ::

CTO Riker says:
*TO *: You  have tactical 

CMO T`Ryl says:
*COMM* CSO: When you get a chance can you come to SB so I can check the progress of those Phaser burns of yours

CTO Riker says:
:: runs  to   tr.  :: 

TO Ryan says:
CO: According to ship logs... the ship never did go to Daystrom, or plan to go there

CEO Starks says:
:: starts to attach device to pattern enhacer::

CEO Starks says:
:: disconnects device ::

 XO Fowler says:
::Looks at the TO:: TO: What?

CEO Starks says:
:: beams to transport freighter ::

CTO Riker says:
:: pulls phaser and enters  tr :: 

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Okay.  As head of Security, post a guard on Jimmy, and make him indiscrete.  Dismissed!

CTO Riker says:
CEO:  sir  step off the  pad  

TO Ryan says:
::nods and leave RR::

CSO Fist says:
CO: Permission to report to sickbay.

CEO Starks says:
@:: on transport ::

 XO Fowler says:
CO: Sir. Something isn't right with Jimmy. He seems very ..... combative, almost

CEO Starks says:
@:: sets device to freight's Transporter ::

TO Ryan says:
*CPO*: I want you to guard the CEO at all times!  That is an order!  And make sure you have a phaser.

CSO Fist says:
::enroute to SB::

TO Ryan says:
<CPO> *TO* Aye, Sir.

EO Walde says:
*CO*: Are you going to send Jimmy down here?

CTO Riker says:
:: beams   over to   where  the  CEO is :: 

OPS Stidd says:
*CO*: There have been 2 transports to the abandoned freighter.

Host CO Terrance says:
*EO*: He should be on his way Emma

CEO Starks says:
:: begins to dematerialize from freighter's TR::

XO Fowler says:
::Over hears the EO::

EO Walde says:
*CO*: Ok.

XO Fowler says:
CO: He couldn't take that long to get there

CEO Starks says:
:: transport complete ::

Host CO Terrance says:
*OPS*: Who?

SO Ikari says:
::hears OPS and scans the freighter::

OPS Stidd says:
COM*CO*: I am now reading a transport from the freighter to ...

TO Ryan says:
*CPO*: Are you guarding the CEO?

TO Ryan says:
<CPO> *TO* He’s not here sir.

 XO Fowler says:
::Now what she thinks::

TO Ryan says:
*CPO*: What!?

Host CO Terrance says:
*OPS*: What?

TO Ryan says:
Computer: Where is the CEO

OPS Stidd says:
*it appears to be the CEO and CTO, sir

CSO Fist says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO: You wanted to see me? ::winces::

CTO Riker says:
 COM: TO: CEO isn’t  on the ship 

TO Ryan says:
<COMPUTER> The CEO is not on the ship

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Now what is Jimmy doing, and why is Riker going with him?

CMO T`Ryl says:
CSO: yes I wanted to check your burns:: walks over to the CSO::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: I ordered the latter back to his station on the bridge

 XO Fowler says:
::Raises her eyebrows and gets ready to go back to the bridge:: CO: No idea, Andy. But Jimmy hasn't been acting like himself

Host CO Terrance says:
*OPS*: Beam both of them back now!  Use whatever power you have to

SO Ikari says:
OPS: Confirmed.  It's Lt. Starks and Riker.

OPS Stidd says:
*Capt* I am showing something unusual here...

CSO Fist says:
CMO: I'll be fine, Doctor.

TO Ryan says:
*CO* Sir, the CEO is not on the ship, should I pursue him?

CMO T`Ryl says:
CSO: how are they feeling?

Host CO Terrance says:
::Walks onto the bridge::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The TR logs for the freighter upload to OPS

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Take three men and transport over.  Arrest both officers!

CSO Fist says:
CMO: Um, hot?

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Report?

TO Ryan says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CMO T`Ryl says:
CSO: my job is the welfare of this crew

Host CO Terrance says:
::Walks to behind OPS::

TO Ryan says:
::grabs three CPOs and transports to the freighter::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: 1 CEO appears to have beamed in but I show that 2 beamed out.  ::raises eyebrows:: self: interesting

 XO Fowler says:
::Follows the CO out onto the bridge and goes over to the CTO's station::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::gets a gel pack for the CSO:: CSO here try to keep this on it when needed

TO Ryan says:
::Set phasers to medium stun::

CTO Riker says:
COM: CO: sir follow    him  or return to the ship ?

CSO Fist says:
CMO: I know, I know. Just give me some salve and I'll be fine.

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: Return here now Mr!  You have no authority to be over there!

SO Ikari says:
CO: Lt. Riker is back the ship now sir.

Host CO Terrance says:
All: What is going on?

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Bring Riker to me now!

TO Ryan says:
::Is in TR 1 waiting to beam over::

TO Ryan says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CMO T`Ryl says:
CSO: no problem guess I just have to get adjusted to life on board a Star Ship

TO Ryan says:
CTO: You are under arrest

TO Ryan says:
::locks the CTO's hands and gives him to a CPO:

CTO Riker says:
TO: stand down  MR. Ryan

OPS Stidd says:
::Runs the logs through a spectral analysis and a log verification algorithm ::

TO Ryan says:
CTO: CO orders sir

TO Ryan says:
CTO: You are to come with me

CTO Riker says:
TO: I  know the  way to the bridge

TO Ryan says:
CPOs: Lets go

 XO Fowler says:
CO: I ran scans and concur with Mr. Stidd

TO Ryan says:
::Goes to the bridge with his team::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Take tactical and give me a threat scan of that vessel.  Use everything that Mr Ikari and science can concoct.

 XO Fowler says:
CO: Aye

TO Ryan says:
CO: Sir, I am here with the CTO, Sir!

CTO Riker says:
CPO: i said  take ure hands off me :: flips him ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: The logs have not been tampered with.  What they show is accurate.

 XO Fowler says:
SO: Ready Ike?

 XO Fowler says:
::Begins scans::

SO Ikari says:
XO: Ready for the info ma'am

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: You neglected your post and disobeyed a direct order!

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Capt, can I see you a moment.

TO Ryan says:
::Is at attention::

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: GO ahead

OPS Stidd says:
I have traced where he beamed to sir.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Don't keep me in suspense MR Stidd.

 XO Fowler says:
::Sends the info to both the SO's station and the Tactical station::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: He beamed into an alternate universe

OPS Stidd says:
CO: This is verified from the records of DS3

TO Ryan says:
::Awaits orders::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: That could explain the mood difference.  Remember the communiqué from SFC to all senior staff about this

CTO Riker says:
:: knew  he was   up to something ::

 XO Fowler says:
CO: Yes. And his appearance too

TO Ryan says:
::Frowns at the CTO::

XO Fowler says:
CO: The only question is... where is our Jimmy?

OPS Stidd says:
all: He is and isn’t our Starks

SO Ikari says:
XO: So Jimmy is in an alternate universe?  ::half catching the conversation::

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: So what you are saying is that if Mr. Ikari has a feeling about something, he can just forget what I ordered and go willy nilly and do it?

 XO Fowler says:
::Nods at the SO:: SO: Would seem so

Host CO Terrance says:
SO: Mr Ikari, begin computations for a crossover.  I want my engineer back!

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I have an Idea sir.  I think he is in that universe, sir

TO Ryan says:
::Stands at attention beside the CTO and CPOs::

CTO Riker says:
CO: no sir, I didn’t say or mean that

 XO Fowler says:
CO: Sir, I want to be on the AT to go get Jimmy

CTO Riker says:
CO: sir I may have an idea on  how  to find  the  CEO

SO Ikari says:
CO: Working on it sir.  *CSO*:  You're needed on the bridge sir.

Host CO Terrance says:
CTO: Well what did you mean then, because you sure as heck didn't do it right!

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Get him out of my sight

 XO Fowler says:
::Standing beside Andy::

TO Ryan says:
CO: The Brig sir?

CSO Fist says:
*SO*: Thank the prophets. On my way!

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Of course

TO Ryan says:
CO: Where sir?

 XO Fowler says:
::Nods:: CO: I'd want Ike to come with me, Andy

Host CO Terrance says:
TO: Brig

CTO Riker says:
::  leaves  RR  :: 

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: With us Nancy, with us

OPS Stidd says:
::analyses power consumption records with calculated consumption for the trip::

CTO Riker says:

:: runs to TR :: 

Host John A says:
     ACTION: The security guards stun the CTO before he can take three steps.

Host John A says:
****** Pause Mission*******



